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Abstract
We characterize P6-free graphs. We also characterize graphs which are both Pt -free and Ct -free.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper are simple(i.e., without loops and multiple edges), ﬁnite and without isolated
vertices. Let G be a graph. An induced subgraph of G is a subgraph H such that every edge of G with both end-vertices
in V (H) is an edge of H. For a subset D of V (G), the induced subgraph of G on set D is denoted by G[D]. LetF be
a family of graphs. Forb(F) is the class of graphs containing no induced subgraphs which are isomorphic to graphs
inF. For example, Forb(Ct , Pt ) is the class of graphs containing no induced cycles and paths of t vertices. Graphs in
Forb(F) are calledF-free graphs.
Let u and v be two vertices of a graph G. The distance between u and v, denoted by dG(u, v), is the length of a
shortest path between u and v. The diameter of a connected graph G is d(G)=max{dG(u, v)|u, v ∈ V (G)}; d(G)=∞
if G is disconnected.
For u ∈ V (G), let
0(u) = {u},
i (u) = {v : d(u, v) = i, v ∈ V (G)} for any positive integer i.
We also denote 1(u) by (u). For a subset D of V (G), we deﬁne (D) =⋃u∈D(u)\D.
Let G be a graph and k a positive integer. We say that vertex v is k-dominated by vertex u if d(u, v) = k. A set
D ⊆ V (G) is a k-dominating set of G if, for any vertex v in V (G)−D, there is a vertex u in D such that dG(u, v)k.
We also say that G is k-dominated by D or D k-dominates G. A subgraph H of G is a k-dominating subgraph of G if
V (H) k-dominates G.
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For integers d0, k1, Bácso and Tuza [3] deﬁned
Dom(d, k) = {G| every connected induced subgraph H of G contains
a subgraph D which k-dominates H and d(D)d}.
In [4], Bácso and Tuza proved the following result.
Theorem A (Bácso and Tuza [4]). (i) Forb(Ct , Pt ) = Dom(t − 4, 1) for 4 t6 and
(ii) Forb(Pt ) = Dom(t − 4, 1) for t7.
It would be interesting if there are characterizations of Forb(Pt ) for t < 7 to complement Theorem A.
For t=2 and 3, the answers are trivial: Forb(P2)={graphs without any edge}, and Forb(P3)={graphs that any two
adjacent edges are in a triangle}. For t = 4, P4-free graphs are well-studied under many people. One of the many well-
known facts is due to D. Seinsche [12]: A connected graph G is P4-free if and only if for each induced subgraph H of
G, either H or the complement of H is disconnected. See [5] for more information on P4-free graphs. When t = 5, a
characterization is given in [11].
Theorem B (Liu and Zhou [11]). A graph G is P5-free if and only if each connected induced subgraph of G has a
dominating clique or an induced dominating C5.
We will characterize Forb(P6) in Section 2.
In [4], Bácso and Tuza posed the following problem.
Problem 1. Does Forb(Ct , Pt ) = Dom(t/2 − 1, (t − 1)/4) for t ≡ 1 or 2 (mod 4) ?
In Section 3, we investigate the above problem. We ﬁnd out that if we modify their deﬁnition of “Dom(k, d)” by
replacing d(D) by dH (D) = max{dH (u, v)|u, v ∈ V (D)}, then we can solve a similar problem and also we have a
similar result for t ≡ 0 or 3 (mod 4) too. We call dH (D) the relative diameter of D with respect to H, where D is an
induced subgraph of H.
For integers d0, k1, we now deﬁne
DomR(d, k) = {G| every induced subgraph H of G contains
a subgraph D which k-dominates H and dH (D)d}.
Since dH (D)d(D), it follows that Dom(k, d) ⊆ DomR(k, d). Combining it with Theorem 2 in Section 3, Problem
1 now will be implied by the following problem.
Problem 2. Does DomR(t/2 − 1, (t − 1)/4) ⊆ Dom(t/2 − 1, (t − 1)/4) for t ≡ 1 or 2 (mod 4) ?
It is shown in [3] that Forb(Ct , Pt ) = Dom(t/2, (t − 1)/4) for t ≡ 0 or 3 (mod 4). Thus Dom(t/2, (t −
1)/4) is a proper subset of DomR(t/2, (t − 1)/4) for t ≡ 0 or 3 (mod 4). This may suggest that the modiﬁcation
of Dom is necessary.
The research on the dominating property in terms of some forbidden structures has been extensively studied [1–3,6–8].
One could ﬁnd more detailed account on this subject in the recent book [9] and the earlier edition ofTopics ondomination,
Annals of Discrete Mathematics [10].
2. P6-free graphs
A graph G is said to be triangle extended complete bipartite (TECB) if it is obtained from a complete bipartite graph
by possibly attaching some P3s to a common edge uv of the bipartite graph. That is the paths in the form of uwv, where
w does not belong to the bipartite graph. We also view a complete bipartite as a TECB for simplicity.
We have the following characterization for P6-free graphs.
Theorem 1. AgraphG isP6-free if and only if each connected induced subgraph ofG has a dominating (not necessarily
induced) TECB or an induced dominating C6.
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Theorems 1 and 2 in [11] are direct corollaries of the above Theorem. To prove the above result, we need a so-called
Reduction Lemma which was developed in [2].
Let  be a given class of graphs. In a graph G, we call D ⊆ V (G) a -dominating set if D dominates G and
G[D] ∈ .A star cut-set of a graph G is a set S of vertices such that G–S is disconnected and there is an s ∈ S adjacent
to all vertices of S other than s itself.
Lemma 1 (Reduction Lemma [2]). Suppose all graphs in a given class are connected. If G is a minimal connected
graph without a-dominating set (i.e., every connected proper induced subgraph of G contains a-dominating set),
then either G has a cut vertex or G has no star cut-set.
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 2. Let G be a connected P6-free graph. If some uv ∈ E(G) is not an end-edge of any induced P5 in G and at
least one of u or v is not an end-vertex of any induced P5, then there is a dominating TECB containing u and v.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the order of G. The lemma is true for graphs of order less than or equal
to 5. Assume that the lemma is true for any such a graph of order less than n (n6), and let G be such a graph of order
n. If some x ∈ ((v) − {u}) ∪ ((u) − {v}) is not a cut vertex of G, then G − {x} is connected, P6-free, uv is not an
end-edge of any induced P5 (in G−{x}) and at least one of u or v is not an end-vertex of any induced P5 (in G−{x}).
Thus by the induction hypothesis, G − {x} has a dominating TECB containing u and v. This TECB also dominates G
since x is dominated by u or v.
Suppose now that every x ∈ ((v)−{u})∪ ((u)−{v}) is a cut vertex of G. We claim that the bipartite subgraph of
G on two disjoint vertex sets (u) − (v) and (v) − (u), denoted by G[(u) − (v),(v) − (u)] (consisting of
all edges {x, y} ∈ E(G) with x ∈ (u)−(v) and y ∈ (v)−(u)), is a complete bipartite graph. Suppose that there
exist x ∈ (u)−(v), y ∈ (v)−(u) and xy is not an edge. Since x and y are cut vertices, there exists x1 (dominated
by x since G is P6-free) such that x1 and the path yvu belong to different components of G − {x}. There exists y1
(dominated by y) such that y1 and the path xuv belong to different components of G − {y}. In this case, we obtain
an induced P6 = x1xuvyy1. This is a contradiction. Therefore, G[(u) − (v),(v) − (u)] is a complete bipartite
subgraph of G. Let D be the graph obtained by attaching uwv to G[(u)−(v),(v)−(u)] for all w ∈ (u)∩(v).
Then D is a TECB containing u and v.
Next we are going to show that either D dominates G or there is a D′ containing u and v satisfying the condition.
Suppose that there exists a vertex w which is not dominated by D. We ﬁrst prove the following claim.
Claim. Ifw is not (k−1)-dominated by D and there is a vertex x ∈ D such that x k-dominatesw, then x ∈ (u)∩(v)
and k = 2. Moreover, x is adjacent to any vertex in ((u) − (v)) ∪ ((v) − (u)).
Suppose, without loss of generality, x ∈ (u) − (v) and w is k-dominated by x. Let P = w · · · x be an induced
path of length k. Then Puv is an induced path of length k + 2 with uv as an end-edge, which contradicts the fact that
uv is not an end-edge of an induced P5. Therefore, x ∈ (u) ∩ (v). Moreover, k = 2, for otherwise, both u and v are
end-vertices of induced P5, which again is a contradiction. Now let xyw be an induced path. To show that x is adjacent
to all x′ ∈ ((u) − (v)) ∪ ((v) − (u)), without loss of generality, let x′ ∈ (u) − (v). Since x′ is a cut vertex,
there exists a vertex y′ which is dominated by x′ but y′ is not in the component of G − {x′} containing u and x. If x′x
is not an edge, then y′x′uxyw is an induced P6 (note that yx′ cannot be an edge since otherwise x′ ∈ (u) − (v)
would 2-dominate w implying x′ ∈ (u) ∩ (v)), which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the claim.
Now continue the proof of the lemma. If there is a vertex x ∈ D which 2-dominates G, then x ∈ (u) ∩ (v) and
D′ = (x) ∪ {x} dominates G, we are done. Therefore, we may assume that there is no single x which 2-dominates G
for any x ∈ (u) ∩ (v). Note that, by the claim, G is 2-dominated by D.
Let x ∈ (u)∩(v) be such that |2(x)−(D)∪D|=max{|2(y)−(D)∪D|, y ∈ (u)∩(v)}. Since G is not
2-dominated by any vertex, there is a vertex w′ which is not 2-dominated by x. Then w′ /∈D. There are two possible
cases.
Case 1: w′ /∈(D). Then by the claim, there exists a vertex x′ ∈ (u) ∩ (v) such that w′ ∈ 2(x′). Let w′y′x′ be
an induced path. In this case, xx′ is an edge. Otherwise, w′y′x′vxc is an induced P6, where c is a vertex dominated by x
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and disconnected with the induced path w′y′x′v after x is removed. By the maximality of |2(x)−(D)∪D|, there is a
w ∈ 2(x)−(D)∪D butw is not 2-dominated by x′. Let xyw be an induced path. Notice that {x, y,w}∩{x′, y′, w′}=∅
and the only possible edges between {x′, y′, w′} and {x, y,w} are edges xx′, yy′ and ww′. If one ofww′ and yy′ is
an edge, then both u and v are end vertices of induced paths with ﬁve vertices. Otherwise, we have an induced
P6 = wyxx′y′w′. In any case, we obtain a contradiction.
Case 2: w′ is dominated by a vertex x′ ∈ D, x = x′. Notice that xx′ is not an edge since otherwise w′ is 2-dominated
by x. Let w ∈ 2(x) − (D) ∪ D and xyw be an induced path. If yx′ is not an edge, then wyxux′c′ is an induced P6
where c′ is a vertex dominated by x′ and disconnected with the induced path wyxu after x′ is removed. So yx′ is an
edge. Let A be the set of vertices consisting of x and all such x′s. Let B = {y, there exists w ∈ 2(x)−(D)∪D such
that xyw is an induced path} ∪ {u, v}. Note that B ⊆ (x) and if x′ ∈ A then x′ is adjacent to all vertices in B. Thus,
D′ = G[A,B] is a complete bipartite graph with u, v ∈ B. By the above argument, we have that D′ dominates G.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The Proof of Theorem 1. It is sufﬁcient to show the Theorem for a connected graph G. If G is not P6-free, then there
is an induced P6 which is neither dominated by a TECB nor by an induced C6.
Now let G be P6-free. We show that every connected induced subgraph of G is dominated by a TECB or by an
induced C6. Suppose on the contrary. Then there is a minimal counterexample G. Let= {C6} ∪ {all TECBs}. By the
Reduction Lemma, G either has a cut vertex or contains no star cut-set.
If v is a cut vertex of G, then there are induced subgraphs G1, . . . ,Gk (k2) such that G = G1 ∪ · · · ∪ Gk and the
vertex v is the only common vertex of G1, . . . ,Gk . We have that v does not 2-dominate G for otherwise, (v) ∪ {v}
dominates G which is a TECB. Therefore, there is a component, say G1, which contains an induced path xwuv. The
vertex v must dominate Gi for i2, for otherwise, we will have an induced P6, which contradicts the fact that G is
P6-free. We have that G1 is P6-free, uv is not an end-edge of any induced P5 in G1 and v is not an end-vertex of an
induced P5 in G1. By Lemma 2, G1 has a dominating TECB D which contains v and u. D is also a dominating subgraph
of G. This is a contradiction.
Suppose now that G has no star cut-set. Take an edge uv ∈ E(G) and consider the subgraph G[Y ] induced on
Y = (V (G)−1(u))∪ {v}. Then G[Y ] is connected (observe that G[Y −{u}] is connected since G has no star cut-set,
and u is connected to v in Y − {u}), P6-free, and v is a cut vertex of G[Y ]. Applying the above arguments to G[Y ] and
the cut vertex v, we obtain a TECB graph D which dominates G[Y ] and contains v.
Let D be obtained from the complete bipartite graph G[X,X′] by attaching possibly some P3’s to a common edge.
Let v ∈ X. We choose a minimum [X,X′] such that each vertex has its own (private) dominated vertex, and |X| is as
small as possible.
If D dominates (u) or X = {v} (in this case, (v)∪ {v} dominates G), then we are done. So assume now that there
exists w ∈ (u) which is not dominated by D. We have that there is an x ∈ X which is not adjacent to v according to
the property that |X| is minimum (otherwise we just select X={v}). Let y ∈ Y such that x is the only vertex dominating
y. Then wy is an edge and C(6) = yxx′vuwy is an induced cycle of length 6, where x′ is any vertex in X′.
Claim. C(6) = yxx′vuwy is a dominating subgraph of G.
If there exists an h ∈ V (G) which is not dominated by C(6), then h ∈ Y. If h is dominated by X′ − {x′}, say, h is
dominated by x′′ ∈ X′ − {x′}, then hx′′vuwy is an induced P6. This is a contradiction. If h is dominated by X−{v, x},
say, h is dominated by z ∈ X − {v, x}, then hzx′vuw is an induced P6, if z is not adjacent to v. If zv is an edge, we
note that z does not dominate y as y is dominated only by x, then hzvuwy is an induced P6. In any case, we have a
contradiction. This completes the proof. 
3. Pt -free and Ct -free graphs
Theorem 2. (a) Forb(Ct , Pt ) = DomR(t/2 − 1, (t − 1)/4) for t ≡ 1 or 2 (mod 4).
(b) Forb(Ct , Pt ) = DomR(t/2, (t − 1)/4) for t ≡ 0 or 3(mod 4).
Proof. (a) Let graph G ∈ DomR(t/2−1, (t−1)/4). If G is not Ct -free or Pt -free, then G has an induced subgraph
H which is a Ct or a Pt . To select a connected subgraph D of H which (t − 1)/4-dominates H, D must be a path in
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Fig. 1.
H such that dH (D) + 2(t − 1)/4 = t − 1. Then, dH (D) = t − 1 − 2(t − 1)/4 = t/2 when t ≡ 1 or 2(mod 4).
Therefore, G /∈DomR(t/2 − 1, (t − 1)/4). This implies that DomR(t/2 − 1, (t − 1)/4) ⊆ Forb(Ct , Pt ).
Now let G ∈ Forb(Ct , Pt ), and let H be any connected induced subgraph of G. We need to show that there is an
induced subgraph D of H such that H is (t − 1)/4-dominated by D and dH (D)t/2 − 1.
Choose a minimal induced, connected, subgraph D of H which (t−1)/4-dominates H, that is, any proper connected
induced subgraph of D does not (t − 1)/4-dominate H. We show that dH (D)t/2 − 1.
Suppose on the contrary that dH (D)t/2. Let P be a path of D with end-vertices x and y such that dH (x, y) =
dH (D)t/2. Then P is an induced path of D as well as an induced path of H. We also note that both x and y
are not cut vertices of D, for otherwise, dH (D)>dH (x, y), which is a contradiction. Therefore, both D − {x} and
D−{y} are connected. By the minimality of D, neither D−{x} nor D−{y} (t − 1)/4-dominate H. Therefore, there
are vx, vy ∈ V (H) − V (D) such that dH (x, vx)(t − 1)/4, dH (y, vy)(t − 1)/4, dH (v, vx)> (t − 1)/4 if
v ∈ V (D)− {x}, and dH (v, vy)> (t − 1)/4 if v ∈ V (D)− {y}. Furthermore, we have dH (x, vx)= (t − 1)/4 and
dH (y, vy) = (t − 1)/4. Let Q be a path joining x and vx with the length |Q| = (t − 1)/4 and Q′ be a path joining
y and vy with |Q′| = (t − 1)/4 (see Fig. 1).
Note that P and Q ( Q′) do not have any vertex v other than x (y) in common since otherwise dH (v, vx)(t −
1)/4(dH (v, vy)(t − 1)/4) and v ∈ V (D) − {x} (v ∈ V (D) − {y}). Similarly, Q and Q′ do not have any vertex
in common since otherwise dH (x, vy) = (t − 1)/4.
We also claim that there are no edges in G joining the vertices of Q,P and Q′ except a possible edge vxvy .
We note that P is an induced path of G as P is an induced path of H and H is an induced subgraph of G. Similarly,
Q and Q′ are induced paths of G.
If there is an edge e of G joining a vertex of Q and a vertex v of P, then dH (v, vx)(t − 1)/4, which contradicts
the fact that dH (v, vx)> (t − 1)/4 if v ∈ V (D) − {x}. Similarly there is no edge between P and Q′. Suppose now
that there is an edge between Q and Q′, which is not an edge of the form vxu or vyv. Then dH (x, y)(t − 1)/4 −
1 + 1 + (t − 1)/4 − 1t/2 − 1<dH (D), which contradicts the fact that dH (x, y) = dH (D). If there is an edge
vxu or vyv for some u ∈ Q′ − vy or v ∈ Q − vx , then dH (y, vx)(t − 1)/4 or dH (x, vy)(t − 1)/4, which is
again a contradiction. This completes the proof of the claim.
The length of the path QPQ′ is at least (t − 1)/4 + t/2 + (t − 1)/4 = t − 1 when t ≡ 1 or 2(mod 4).
Therefore, QPQ′ is an induced path if vxvy is not an edge, and hence there is an induced Pt . If there is an edge vxvy
and the length of the path QPQ′ is exactly t − 1, then QPQ′vyvx is an induced Ct , otherwise, QPQ′ − {vy} contains
an induced Pt . This shows, in any case, that G has an induced Pt or Ct , which is a contradiction. This completes the
proof of Theorem 2 (a).
(b) The proof of (b) is similar to the proof of (a) except for some calculations. For example, in the proof of (b), we
need the following equality: 2(t − 1)/4 + t/2 + 1 = t − 1. 
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